SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY

PATHFINDER Report
New Moon Saturday November 18th 2017 6:43 AM EST
Sun ingress Sagittarius Tuesday November 21st 1:28 AM
Neptune direct Wednesday November 22nd 10:22 AM
Venus ingress Sagittarius Friday December 1st 3:15 AM
Jupiter trine Neptune Saturday December 2nd 9:21 PM
Mercury retrograde Sunday December 3rd 1:35 AM
Full Moon in Gemini Sunday December 3rd 9:48 AM
Mars ingress Scorpio Saturday December 9th 3:00 AM
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle
Next new Moon in Sagittarius Monday December 18th 1:32 AM EST
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Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in
advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self
observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"
an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as
“the perfection premise".

***

New Moon Alignments
New Moon (Scorpio) semi-sextile Saturn (Sagittarius)
New Moon (Scorpio) quincunx Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Ceres (Leo) sextile Mars (Libra)
Saturn (Sagittarius) trine Uranus retrograde (Aries)
Mars (Libra) sextile Mercury (Sagittarius)
Mars (Libra) square Pluto (Capricorn)
Juno (Capricorn) semi-sextile Moons south node (Aquarius)
Saturn (Sagittarius) square Chiron retrograde (Pisces)
Uranus retrograde (Aries) semi-sextile Chiron retrograde (Pisces)

***
Overview
New Moon in Scorpio
Saturday November 18th 6:43 AM EST

A

mbition may drive many as the new Moon sets us up to begin new things. Jupiter's
Scorpio ingress occurred mid October and will remain in Scorpio through November
2018. This Scorpio new Moon will no doubt for many active their interest in Scorpio
related experiences. This can me a rising interest in sensual experiences, or an urge to gain
control of shared values, as in money or property. Could mean a growing interest in becoming
accomplished in something. Some will more easily see themselves as experts in the making. The
way we share what is valuable to us is typically under Scorpio type influence. Feeling of
harmonious sharing can be rich and deep depending on the individual's involved. Control can
also be an urge affected by an increase in Scorpio energy. When things are feared it is deception
and suspicion which can be felt. Vesta in Scorpio indicates a willingness to trust in the power of
things greater than our ego, an interest in serving the will of our highest self, sacrifice can also
occur. Sacrificing control or sensuality or one's ownership in shared value all under the guise of
honoring our higher nature. Jupiter will trine Neptune during this Moon cycle. Neptune in Pisces
can be seen as a gateway opportunity for humanity. Our ability to connect to that which has no
boundary. Neptune in it's home turf of Pisces can bring great weather changes or changes in how
humanity feels about each other. Great empathy and concern for other living things. Neptune
transits Pisces from 2012 to 2025 so this is an ongoing dynamic. Currently however when Jupiter
transiting Scorpio makes the trine we will feel this Neptune influence as it is enhanced. Some
will feel the spiritual aspect of themselves growing others will feel the emotional experience of
others, and still others will feel the fantasy worlds growing in significance. The trine will
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transcend boundaries and allow a flooding of separate things from our past to mix together. In the
meantime Saturn continues to transit Sagittarius which can be seen as a much different influence.
Here it is getting control of actions and choosing the correct priorities to get ahead. Ideally the
individual will be able to flow with the highest common denominator of these forces. Being able
to feel and access spiritual realms while maintaining the realism as to what one can actual do, as
an example. Saturn is actually in a semi-sextile alignment with the new Moon suggesting
adjustments are needed in one's boundaries if they are to explore and experience their new Moon
intentions. Mercury will go retrograde during this Moon cycle indicating a need to be clear with
how one thinks rationalizes and communicates or else their mind will constantly be distracted by
unresolved things. This also justifies the need to take care of all things which one can as soon as
possible, thus to free themselves from the agony of being constantly mentally reminded of them.
As such it is a good idea to resolved partnership issues which have been lingering especially
where mutual ownership of valuable property is involved. Jupiter's influence in Scorpio since
October 10th can already be felt by many. A need to acquire some leverage in some type of
investment scheme for example may have caught one's interest lately. Now with the Scorpio new
Moon upon us a bigger commitment may be made, either that or the idea gets pooped. Scorpio
energy is really good for upping one's game. There will be those who decide they are going to get
really good at something, they have made a decision to be an expert at.... fill in the blank. The
depth and reach of Scorpio allows this or supports this. With Jupiter in Scorpio it is like a free
ticket to believing in one's ability to acquire a really cool special skill. Again as Jupiter moves
into trine with Neptune there is a danger that the individual can become delusional as Jupiter can
be blindingly optimistic as Neptune dissolves all boundaries.
Love for another is in some way an extension of one's own self love. A satisfaction with one's
romantic involvement can be felt. Or a feeling of longing for another can occur. A connection
with who we are as spiritual beings comes through yet the individual's localized beliefs as to
what these feelings are about can affect experience. Emotionally reaching a compassionate place
can feel special. The Moon in Scorpio will potentially trigger concerns of how one shares their
life with others or with a specific other. This being a Scorpio Moon cycle, the fist since Jupiter's
recent Scorpio ingress back on October 10th, the effect will be as such amplified or triggered.
Issues involving control, security, shared foundation, finances, these things can become prime
areas of concern and interest. Not just for the this Moon cycle solely, for the next year as well.
An optimistic idea involving the potential acquiring of great riches can blind some and render
them unable to see the whole picture. Finding a treasure chest full of priceless jewels can happen,
well not likely. Yet some form of reaching the feeling of such an experience can realistically
happen. Yet the sustained reality of holding onto such good fortunate is another story entirely.
For some this Moon cycle will correlate with their understanding of realism. Realism will have a
different meaning from one to another. As partnerships are much involved in the energy
dynamics of this Moon cycle it is partnership issues which will be brought forward. This can be
spousal partnerships as well as business partnerships. Wherever shared resources or shared
investments are involved a partnership of some sort exists. An ability to see beyond typical
boundaries yet remain realistic may be required. The ongoing need to understand one's own
specific significance is actively playing out. It is the ideas of who we are socially which can be
intertwined with our self esteem. Ideally the individual will be able to accept who they are as a
unique individual as opposed to allowing themselves to be solely defined by social dynamics and
concerns about social significance. On the grand scheme of planetary dynamics all three outer
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planets are dynamic players and so we will likely see more global events which affect many
individuals. Demands for social freedom continue as Uranus continues in Aries and a collapse of
government system which lack integrity also continues as indicated by Pluto in Capricorn. Yet it
is Neptune in Pisces which will be in a trine with Jupiter in Scorpio which will correlate with
global effects during this Moon cycle. Shared realities will lose their sense of boundary and who
owns what will be fogged over. Also the weather can be somewhat unpredictable, what's new, as
individuals the world over feel the truth of who we are as one single entity. We are all in it
together.

***
Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Scorpio the focus will be on emotional depths we reach by
embracing shared experience. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of valuing and acknowledging the truth of sensuality and the rich
life which unfolds into our immediate experience through sensuality. Such experience brings
forward powerful energy which births new life and transforms our world in many ways. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of transformation and power is noticed and
valued. Those born under the Sun sign Scorpio have a natural propensity to sensuality and deep
rich involvement in life. They can surprise others at times with their talent, they become an
expert in those areas which inspire them. Not to exclude others as we all have Scorpio
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign would experience deep insight in a natural way. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination toward sensual experience of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning
to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.
I feel deeply connected to life when I …
Libra: value how I have a natural propensity to know what is going on around me.
Virgo: trust that I connect naturally with the deep meaning of whatever is being communicated.
Leo: look deeply into my own self definition.
Cancer: allow my inspiration and sensuality to move into playful dynamics.
Gemini: am being responsible for what my sensuality brings to my attention.
Taurus: accept the deep feelings I have when I allow my self to experience partnership.
Aries: accept what I have started and allow the richness of the outcomes to be supported by my
initial impulses.
Pisces: allow myself to experience new things and places.
Aquarius: embrace the value of my commitment to my career.
Capricorn: trust and value how my feelings always give me a deep insight concerning my social
world.
Sagittarius: feel Mother Earth's presence in my body.
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Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.
January 8th

July 10th & 11th

March 2nd

September 4th

March 15th & 16th

September 18th & 19th

April 15 & 16th

October 17th, 18th & 19th

June 14th, 15th & 16th

December 18th, 20th & 21st

***
Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on
the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the
entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here
as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues
until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen
times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a
unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases
example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro
alignments may be experienced.
01 Saturday November 18th 6:43 AM 2017 EST - new Moon in Scorpio
As always the new Moon is an effective time to anchor and intend an agenda. Currently a
refreshed interest or concern can drive ownership and control type agendas. Ideas which can
entice one to believe they can become better off, either financially or in terms of being in control
of sometime, may be blinding like a bright light. Can we be objective, can we be fair, can we be
balanced, in our assessment? For some an ongoing concern over their work related success can
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now become augmented by this great light of opportunity and gain. Things can change quickly
however. Ideally the individual will be moving toward their agenda with consideration of their
partnership harmony. A great deal more personal energy can be experienced for individuals who
are happy and content with their partnership dynamics. Working together will work very well
always, yet it is particularly an advantage to intend harmony at this time. There is an openness
and willingness to share the details, perhaps private details, of an individual's situation with those
they feel they have a bond with. In the meantime an off beat need to be acknowledged in terms
of partnership needs can create interfering actions, yet patience may be all that is needed to see
things thorough. Partners may find challenges, not so much with each other, but with agendas
coming from social systems. The systems which govern us as a culture and community are under
major change, the degree to which this is known is tiny compared to the far reaching dynamics of
revolutionary changes humanity is now in the middle of. There are many who are coming into a
more honest and forthright mind set, where as in the past they simple may have followed the
leader. If these leaders have recently been revealed as self serving or corrupt a personal
realization that one is on the wrong side of an opinion can occur. If there are some who are
wanting to change sides they may have to eat humble pie. But that's okay because lots of
individuals know what it's like to be incorrect about something and to face the music of their
error. Besides admission is amazingly powerful, and quite underacted. And so opportunities to
increase one's security may be available yet the resolution of past partnerships issues may be a
prerequisite.
02 Saturday November 18th - Moon enters Sagittarius 2:00 PM
Sun ingress Sagittarius Tuesday November 21st 1:28 AM
A growing intense interest in one's security can let loose. Taking actions, or at the least planning
actions, is forth coming. Moving into an action phase will feel appropriate for many. Security
will mean different things for different people. For one it is comfort and security for them self
and their family, for another it will mean being in control of what goes on in their life, for
another it will be having control of their finances. Also there is a lure of optimism which some
need to be cautious about. Those who have already acquired real life experience in these areas
will do better at discernment avoiding blind optimism related to taking control of mutual
interests. Needless to say the individual will do well to maintain a criteria which respects mutual
benefit. There may be someone who has already been established as an authority or boss, could
be family member a work employer a customer relationship a partner of some sort a church or
government offical, who now stands in a position of significance. In other words an adjustment
may have to be made relative to what some authority figure requires in order that the inspired
ambitious individual can move forward with their specific action plan. For those who do
definitely want to move forward with their actions and ideas and who are in a partnership
situation there is very good opportunity to communicate agenda. Even outside this security
advancement scenario there is good energy for people to share their ideas and to make good use
of the harmony they already have established. On a more challenging note there can be a good
reason why individuals who work well together must come together now to discuss or sort
through some serious challenge. Some established social system, as an example, may be
interfering with a partnership and this is directly connected to the plan they share. A mutually
shared plan designed to benefit the security of both parties may need to deal with the changing
system which governs or regulates that which they must deal with. At the very least many will
benefit from the need to break down artificial boundaries and begin to talk about shared ideas.
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03 Tuesday November 21st - Moon enters Capricorn 2:15 AM
Neptune direct Wednesday November 22nd 10:22 AM
It may have become somewhat apparent recently that the individual needs to deal with the way
things are setup or arranged as expected within community function. This can become much
more real as if the hammer of authority tells us what we can and cannot do. It is not the
individual authority it is the mechanics of the system which runs our social infrastructure which
is driving these experiences. Thus we are looking at laws and protocols, or established systems
which in many cases we have inherited as a sustaining society and culture. Being politically
correct may have seemed innocent enough yet there can be some real ongoing outcomes which
are destroying things and this can seem by some as unnecessary. An increase of culture through
immigration for example may have seemed innocent previously, or the humanitarian thing to do,
yet now is a real wrench in the financial situation which some are facing. A need to accept the
authority of a system means understanding how to play with it's reaction to certain actions by the
individual. In other words data manipulated in a specific way can deliver different outcomes yet
the real data on the grass roots level is still the same. For example some tax strategy loop holes
can be closing while others open, and this can all be in the realm of integrity and social harmony.
Not to say greedy individuals are not squeezing the rules to their benefit. As the Moon transits
Capricorn some can feel a sense of panic yet realistically the thing which triggers this feeling is
simply their emotional body reminding them that they as an individual deemed this an important
thing. Some can appear extra sensitive in partnership dynamics. Ideally the individual will
simple address that which seems to demand their attention and thus persist forward toward the
resolution of their security or comfortable living agenda.
04 Thursday November 23rd - Moon enters Aquarius 3:15 PM
Who we are socially, how we fit in with others in our community, how we feel about how we fit
in, this can be felt more ready. The way we feel significant socially may be founded in our beliefs
about what makes a person notable. Ideally the individually will be strong, secure, in their self
love, absent of their need to validate this through social acceptance. Social acceptance will be the
by-product of one's integrity which is ideal as the individual remains focused on the true prize.
Seeking social significance as a greater priority than self acceptance will lead to emotional
triggers typically via some social dynamic. It is this emotional reaction which will assist the
individual in releasing them from a belief which squelches their significance. Of course the
individual must examine their beliefs once they feel the issue pushing into their awareness. This
is as such a great time to become aware of how significant we are and how significant we can
become. In a nut shell we want to know who we think we are in terms of our social dynamic,
especially if we are currently involved in some shared assets, can be either business or sensual in
nature. Looking at Mars and Venus and correlating this with male female relations we can
generalize a dynamic between feminine and masculine nature which can occur. This can play out
between individuals, for example a man wants to do things with a woman because, well just
because he wants to share energy, whereas the woman will want to feel the depth of the sharing
and will be more specific to the specific agenda. Please realize this is a generalized example
pertaining to this Moon ingress as the male female can be reversed or the feminine masculine
energy can be dynamically played out within a single individual. Coming to terms with our
social experiences and our social reality is the bigger theme and will be significant for some as
they are perhaps needing to bow down no longer to others and instead see themselves as
sovereign, as if they are creating their own reality.
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05 Sunday November 26th - Moon enters Pisces 3:05 AM
As Jupiter moves into a trine with Neptune (now and through the first week of December) a
sense that some promising idea can lead to wonderful outcomes, especially in terms of security
can be enticing, even intoxicating. For those who are pursuing some sort of investment strategy
common sense and realistic perspective can be vital. Keeping one's inspirational idea in the
realm of "potential" may assist. The ideas which do inspire now certainly have their value
however the individual must realize they may well be seeing beyond their current realistic
situation. It does not mean however the idea has no value, quite the contrary a connection with a
possible future may be happening. The big opportunity now is to open one's self up to feeling the
reality of others and to know how one's own actions are affecting or connecting with others. The
reason why we may feel the way we do during this Moon transit is because our boundaries may
have soften a little. It may be necessary for some to make a close examination of how they are
involved with others. Specifically it may be necessary to allow others the reality they need to
experience and accept their actions even if we do not agree. Getting involved in the lives of
others beyond a reasonable boundary can indicate one is using the dramas of others to avoid their
own. Typically this can cause a health issue which forces the individual to back off and attend to
their own stuff. Yet an opportunity to connect with the spiritual realms is present. What we may
feel as the Moon transits Pisces is the selfless compassion and goodwill which connects us as a
spiritual family. Knowing we are never alone can cause one to feel the present of others and to
connect with their meaning and purpose.
06 Tuesday November 28th - Moon enters Aries 11:31 AM
Those who feel and believe they are in control of the practical things in their life can act like
warriors. Get out of the way! A determined individual who has become possessed by a plan
which is intended to bring them greater security can be quite self motivated. Those who are on
the fence with this can feel the urge to take actions which perhaps is not apart of their typical
demeanor. Some may be more impulsive than usual. If there has been some lurking responsible
which has caused one to become a procrastinator they may now begin to feel a panic. This is a
good time to avoid confrontation as some may be overly panicked, impulsive, and unpredictable.
Some will react to this by wanting or even expecting their partner to take the corrective action
along with them. A sorting out of what is one's sole responsibility and what is a shared
responsibility may be fleshed out. Those who are accepted as being the boss or authority can
become more vocal. Their ideas are communicated more directly. Or authorities may be called to
speak up and explain things. If one is their own boss or the director of others they may be called
to share ideas or directions with others. It may be necessary for them to correct what they see as
the delusional ideas or actions of others. Even in a general sense a need to stick to the point of
one's plan and agenda when writing and conversing is stronger than usual. Partners who can stick
to the point can make a difference because they are able to share information and ideas clearly, as
this may expedite a shared realistic agenda.
07 Thursday November 30th - Moon enters Taurus 2:39 PM
Venus ingress Sagittarius Friday December 1st 3:15 AM
Although many ideas inspirations plans and agendas have recently been considered from the
perspective of mutual benefit and involvement it can now feel important to consider things from
one's more individual or private need. What the individual requires to create for security is
perhaps considered as they look at whatever shared endeavors they are currently involved in. An
assessment of one's personal situation must be considered as even though it works well to have a
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mutually beneficial plan it is also important to make sure one is not overly extended into the
needs of others, and make sure one has fairly consider their own comfort and need. If there is an
absence of realism for the individual it is during a Taurus Moon transit that one will feel the need
to be more foundational and practical in their security matters. Sensuality can be increased
during such a transit as well as this will indicate the body's opinion. Of course we are expected to
make executive decisions for our body, which means being the protector of ourselves as well as
the provider for ourselves. As the Moon transits Taurus an opposition to Jupiter in Scorpio will
occur. The enthusiasm of one who is using shared resources can feel like a challenge setting off
alarms to one who is becoming concerned that a plan is dangerous to them personally. Venus's
Sagittarius ingress on Friday morning will shift interests for some in regards to these security
concerns. The delicious acceptance of working together with another will shift to a longing to get
this going. Actions will become more desired, many will take their mutually conceived plan to
the next step.
08 Saturday December 2nd - Moon enters Gemini 4:22 PM
Jupiter trine Neptune Saturday December 2nd 9:21 PM
Mercury retrograde Sunday December 3rd 1:35 AM
Full Moon in Gemini Sunday December 3rd 9:48 AM
For some it can seem as if people are getting really bossy. And for others there is an urge to tell
others about the rules. Mercury will go retrograde early Sunday morning and swing back over
Saturn in Sagittarius. The need to get clear about what the rules are will occupy the minds of
many. As Mercury goes retrograde the things which were felt to be not understood will be
reiterated. To make sure some people understand the rules a repeating of them will seem to be
necessary. Unresolved past issues can haunt the minds of some as they seek clarity, perhaps a
detail missed. A reiterating of priorities can continually play out and may be motivated by one's
concern over their public or professional image. In the meantime ambitious business plans may
be coming forth like it's nobody's business. A caution to be super realistic with one's inspiring
plan to do well in a business venture as there is an indication that one can become blinded and
delusional by their recent optimism and ambition. Look for realistic practical steps toward one's
gain where real practical actions and physical tangible things support and parallel the inspiration
and optimism. If communication is important yet difficult remember to speak to others
etherically. See and feel the harmony of sharing ideas. It may seem as if some are possessed by
career ambitions. It is with these people communication requires patience and perhaps extra
effort. And for those who are going after their public or career dreams a need to be respectful and
patient with those you work with is required. Again it may be just the right ingredient to intend
and visualize effective communication before hand, to feel the mutual respect and support and
the resulting contentment from sharing information.
09 Monday December 4th - Moon enters Cancer 3:38 PM
Those who's ideas and ambitions have been inspired by recent increased focus on Scorpio energy
can discover something during this period. Perhaps a way to do or understand something, a new
idea, fresh and inpiring. An increased sensitivity can cause some to be more captivated than
usual by a past unresolved issue, a need to get things going may occupy one's concern. A plan is
great but at some point it needs real actions. It is this which is perhaps becoming apparent. A
need to be acknowledged by some as significant in a relationship may also trigger the emotions
of some. This can be especially true in a family or domestic situation. The home base as typically
a place where one is able to collect their thoughts has possible become a zone of emotional
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dynamics where typical tranquility is challenged. Most likely a temporary situation, yet can lead
to a focus and concern directed to domestic responsibilities. An adjustment or rethinking of an
ambitious plan may also be required. Especially if the plan was motivated by a desire to increase
one's security. A challenge dealing with changes which are occurring in our community systems,
could be laws or methods administrators use to expedite duties. Families or some sort of home
domestic dynamic is being challenged or affected by the efficiency or clarity of methods dictated
by institutions. There is an ongoing concern of public reputation which is triggering the choice
words of some. And as well a need to understand one's sensuality from the perspective of being a
spiritual being having a human experience. In this case an absence of seeing one's self as such, a
spiritual being, can cause this dramatic increase in sensual energy to be interpreted in ways
which will be clearly seen as delusional by others. An increase in compassion and empathy may
bring the individual into clarity. Many are looking to partnerships right now to assist them in
motivating or choosing correct actions as they now feel it is time do something as opposed to
pursing ideas and planning.
10 Wednesday December 6th - Moon enters Leo 3:38 PM
A searching for one's most authentic self plays out in a partnership dynamic. Partners can be
extra conversational yet the need to re-hash the past will seem to dominate the conversation.
What are we looking for? Ideally the individual will benefit from seeing things from their
partnership perspective and begin to realize that it is one's social beliefs which are affecting their
own self respect. Social beliefs here refers to the archetypes or social model which drive one's
culture. This can be related to religious beliefs or political understandings, what was taught via
parents or educational institutions, what one picked up on in years of associating with particular
people through different areas of their life. In all this socializing ideas or perhaps assumptions as
to what makes an individual significant may have been formulated within the consciousness of
the individual, these beliefs supported to an extend by continued interaction with others over the
years. It is these beliefs the evolving individual would do well to observe, and resolve if
necessary. Being concerned what others think believe or accept as significant can be the big key.
The ability to see beyond these beliefs can be monumental in releasing the individual from an
adherence to external validation. For some this means taking on a paradigm shift, no small
matter. Simply knowing thought creates however will begin to resolve emotional triggers
associated with the fallacy of believing that what others think about you is somehow really
important. It may have some importance yet it is slight compared to being aware as to why
typical experiences are routinely being drawn to us. We want to know why this happens.
Especially if difficult experiences are repeated.
11 Friday December 8th - Moon enters Virgo 6:10 PM
Mars ingress Scorpio Saturday December 9th 3:00 AM
Frivolous ideas and notions can be more troublesome than usual. Getting clear of non-real
notions such as wish full thinking or just making things up may be necessary if one is to make
progress with an agenda which is important to them. If an individual's concern is in some way
related to a public or professional interest a need to make an adjustment because the venue which
would typically host the project has in someway changed. Some adjustments may need to be
made because the public system which is associated with one's plans has recently changed. A
plan which has been inspiring and gaining increasing interest may have some bumps which need
to be smoothed out. An amplified concern as to the soundness of one's logic, or the logic of
another, may be directly in the way of moving forward. Critical thinking and accepting the facts
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which affect one's current plan may be necessary to accept as the practical foundation cannot be
over looked. Mars will ingress Scorpio early Saturday indicating an increase in prioritizing one's
recent ambitious plans to get ahead in terms of their security. What was just recently an idea or
musing designed to get ahead financially or to gain control of a shared resource now becomes a
dynamic action plan. Some things may be kept hidden or not openly shared as an individual is
feeling anxious and impulsive beyond their ability to sit still. Ideally the individual will be able
to have a clear mind before proceeding. If there is a constant barrage of past issues flooding one's
mind they would do well to hold off on any testy actions.
12 Monday December 11th - Moon enters Libra 12:02 AM
Some past unresolved issue can become over blown. A busy mind will not shut off or slow if
there has been dangling issues from the past. Many things will come forward if they had not been
probably addressed in the past. Issues which deal with partnerships can echo as if connected with
past unresolved issues as in long ago relationships. The feeling and issue is somewhat the same
however there may be new and different players. It may be important to keep a friendly tone in
one's relating experiences however this may be challenged as a need to bring up recent actions
involving something which has weight and importance can not be avoided. Looking for the
bigger picture or higher purpose may now involve the need to accept a particular relationship
dynamic. Particularly interesting now are the resources and values which create security for the
individuals involved. Some may feel blocked or stalled as their partnership is not able to accept
what they see as an individual. If the individual is having work related challenges they may feel
it is their partnership which requires an adjustment. Next week however this may change and so
it is wise to be patient. The current Scorpio Moon cycle is nearing it's end and so many may be
feeling either delighted or challenged by the agreements or associations they have with others. A
closer look at how things are shared or divided up may have recently occurred.
13 Wednesday December 13th - Moon enters Scorpio 9:00 AM
Jupiter made a Scorpio ingress back mid October and will transit Scorpio until November 8th
2018. As we experience the final phases of this Moon cycle which began on November 18 we
can perhaps get a sniff of this Jupiter Scorpio influence. Optomism can soar when Jupiter is
involved and here we are looking at comfort and security, sensuality and shared foundation. For
some this can be translated into control or sexuality, or financial security and property
investments, there are many things. This past Moon cycle can be seen as a time of fleshing out
this type of interest, or getting involved in owning this type of issue. Mercury is currently
retrograde and so we may have things which continually stream through our minds, out thoughts
magnetized to some issue. If this is true we would do well to pay attention to the correlating
feelings which make these thoughts significant. Follow this up with identifying beliefs which
these feelings imply. Many beliefs which influence our decisions and run our lives remain hidden
to us as they are obliviously assumed to be absolute with a capital A yet are really beliefs or
constructs and not so absolute as one may assume. This Moon cycle offers many an opportunity
to be finally free of sustained issues involving shared security, speaking very generally. Three
planets plus the Sun now transit Sagittarius and both Mars and Jupiter are transiting Scorpio,
ideas turn to real actions. There are perhaps frivolous ideas which are being either called out or
acted upon within partnership dynamics and it is this sort of thing which creates the opportunity
for the individual to seek a higher meaning and ultimately free themselves from ignorance of
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limitation and projecting. We share our security with the Earth and the organic symbiotic
organism which covers her, as such anyone seeking truth and clarity would do well to
acknowledge this as a entry point leading toward an understanding as to what foundation and
comfort and security truly is. The feeling of this awareness will parallel an individual's
alternative concerns related to security.
14 Friday December 15th - Moon enters Sagittarius 8:08 PM
Taking account of what actions work out profitable and assist one in moving toward their goal
and what actions do not can become important. The individual may be concerned certain
interests and actions are wasting their time. Or some may feel that there is a particular thing they
need to be going. Saturn has been transiting Sagittarius since 2015 and many have been seeking
control over professional or public image. Taking control of one's public image can mean being
somewhat calculating as to what or who are the best business choices to team up with and which
are not. This energy will for some peak as we enter the next Moon cycle. Rest assured that this
amplified concern over public reputation will ease or at least shift to a less serious tone once we
are into the new year. For now however a bin of ideas, actions, and partnerships may have
gathered. Depending on what one has been able to connect and find, congruency with these
things may flood into one's life in this next Moon cycle. The Sun moves into a trine with Uranus
indicating some unexpected yet significant event can occur. Our will and power to intend things
into being can be equipped with this Uranian energy allowing some to make a significant change.
An ongoing need to understand who one is socially without losing their unique create
inspirational quality is also playing itself out and will affect experiences for the months to come,
especially during the new Moon in Sagittarius.
Next new Moon in Sagittarius Monday December 18th 1:32 AM EST

***
Soulstar Astrology Appointments
Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
(905) 665-9000
For more information about Soulstar Astrology consultations goto:
Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
SoulstarAstrology.com
PathfinderReport,com
© copyright William Oulton 2017
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Sample Intentions for
New Moon Scorpio
Saturday November 18th 6:43 AM 2017 EST
01 I work well with others, we are harmonious in our partnerships.
02 Feeling deeply about things takes me to the root and core of my beliefs.
03 I feel opportunities formulating around me.
04 I feel a great expansion of depth as I allow myself to discover hidden things about me.
05 I can appreciate and understand those who need to be relaying rules and boundaries.
06 I have learned the value of clearly defined boundaries.
07 My sudden impulsive nature is in harmony with my clearly defined goals.
08 I am willing to change the rules I have made for myself when the situation I am dealing
with changes.
09 I am appreciated for my ability to accept change.
10 I allow that which I was once associated with to take it's place in history, I am ready for
the future.
11 I am able to see beyond social beliefs which segregate classes and am able to feel my self
confidence increase absent of classification.
12 As an extension of my core beliefs I at times suddenly realize that which is useful to me in
the moment.
13 I trust my impulsive spontaneous self.
14 I can tell when someone wants casual conversation as opposed to when their words are
specific to an agenda which is very important to them.
15 It is important to me to assist my children.
16 I am respected for being a responsible family person.
17 My partnership is effective at getting things done which are mutually important.
18 I feel a harmonious wonderful connection with the spiritual realms.
19 I am able to maintain clearly defined boundaries while being empathic toward others.
20 I feel great success coming my way.
21 I am drawn to those who's interests augment my own.

William Oulton
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